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Agenda and Overview

Potential for sensible use of benefit-cost analysis 
in EPA proposal

But implementation of benefit-cost analysis could 
fall far short 
– National impingement standard “passes” EPA analysis 

despite costs that are 20 times quantified benefits
Relies on potential for additional non-use benefits to “pass”

– Site-specific implementation of benefit-cost analysis 
could be seriously compromised with this approach  

Three recommendations for bringing site-
specific implementation closer to potential
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Potential for Sensible Benefit-
Cost Analysis in EPA Proposal

EPA evaluates a national impingement standard 
from a benefit-cost perspective

EPA mandates site-specific BTA evaluations for 
entrainment, with requirement to develop 
benefit-cost analysis of alternative controls

EPA develops sound economic methods for 
calculating “use” benefits (e.g., commercial, 
recreational fishing)
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Implementation of Benefit-Cost 
Analysis Falls Short of Potential 

EPA appears to “justify” national impingement 
standard by presumption that omitted non-use 
benefits would make up for large net costs
– If permit writers use the same approach, the potential 

value of site-specific benefit-cost analysis for 
entrainment BTA would be lost

No site-specific determination for impingement 
controls
– Despite wide variations across sites and high costs 

relative to small quantified benefits
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EPA Benefit-Cost “Justification” of 
National Impingement Standard
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Costs Benefits

Quantified social costs are more than 20 times greater 
than quantified social benefit, but net costs “only” $3/HH

Danger: Permit writers could use EPA-style breakeven 
analysis to “justify” expensive cooling towers due to 
unspecified “omitted non-use benefits”

Benefit Cost Analysis “Breakeven Analysis” Calculation

Costs – Benefits = $366 million

US Households

= $3.20/HH
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Need to Assess the Likely
Significance of Non-use Benefits

Survey only valid method to monetize non-use benefits
– EPA “habitat-based” method not valid 
– Problem: Surveys expensive and, even then, results may be 

biased

Economics literature considers circumstances (“Grand 
Canyon”) and criteria (uniqueness and irreversibility) for 
likely significance of non-use benefits
– Implication: gains to subpopulations of widely dispersed species

not likely to generate significant non-use values

Prior EPA Phase II regulations provided for assessment 
of likely significance—based upon three measures of  
biological harm—prior to monetization

Implication: EPA should include similar requirement to 
assess likely significance of non-use benefits for site-
specific assessments
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Three Recommendations to Achieve 
Potential of Benefit-Cost Analysis

1. Provide for unified site-specific benefit-cost 
analysis for both impingement and entrainment 
controls

2. Require sound methods to quantify use 
benefits and social costs

3. If quantified social costs exceed quantified 
benefits, require an evaluation of likely 
significance of non-use benefits
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NERA economists prepare economic analyses related to 
highly complex business and legal issues related to:

– Competition, regulation, public policy, strategy, finance, and 
litigation

NERA has extensive 316(b) experience
– Active participation in EPA 316(b) rulemaking over a decade

– State-of-the-art benefit-cost analyses/testimony for numerous 
facilities

Atlantic, Hudson River, Great Lakes, Pacific, other water bodies

– Work closely with leading engineers, biologists and attorneys

About NERA

NERA Economic Consulting is an international firm of 
economists who understand how markets work. 
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Our Global Presence

Our global team of over 600 professionals operates in 
more than 25 offices across North America, Europe, 
and Asia Pacific.
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